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New YorkThe largest IX in New York and the Northeast region 

OverviewConnected networksStatisticsTopologyEnabled sites
[image: Open-IX-1 certified logo]
DE-CIX New York is the 4th largest Internet Exchange in the US and the number one in the Northeast, as well as the largest neutral IX on the Eastern seaboard. DE-CIX New York is OIX-1 certified and carrier and data center-neutral. It operates more access points than any other Internet Exchange in North America. 




Together, the DE-CIX Internet Exchanges in New York, Dallas, Chicago, Richmond, and Phoenix create the largest neutral interconnection ecosystem in North America. 
More South American networks peer at DE-CIX New York than at any other exchange in the region. And due to the interconnection with Seaborn - the Seabras-1 low latency cable and the first direct route between São Paulo and New York - and our reseller partners, the number of South American networks will continue to grow.  





HIGHLIGHTS

Connect to the platform from over 100 access points.  


Get access to Comcast, the largest Cable TV and ISP in the US.   


Peer at additional DE-CIX locations just via an additional VLAN.  




“
A world-class, open Internet exchange is long overdue. With DE-CIX’s arrival, New York will have the vital infrastructure that not only makes the Internet work, but keeps it open and free. DE-CIX New York is a game changer.”

ANDREW BLUMNew York-Based Technology Journalist
Author of “Tubes: A Journey to the Center of the Internet”






Get connected!
Getting connected to DE-CIX New York is easy. Please fill in our form and we can get you up and running within a few days. 
Fill in the form
Available services in New York 
	peering
	GlobePEER
	GlobePEER Remote
	DirectROUTES
	Microsoft Azure Peering Service
	Closed User Groups


	Private interconnect
	VirtualPNI


	cloud connectivity
	DirectCLOUD
	DE-CIX Cloud ROUTER


	Security
	Blackholing
	Blackholing Advanced (beta)


	BUNDLE SERVICES
	InterconnectionFLEX
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accessHow to connect to DE-CIX
To benefit from our interconnection services, you first need to have access to our platform. Once you have access, you can order multiple services, overbook access with services, and have multiple ASNs on your access.  
Find out more
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GuideDE-CIX New York route server guide
DE-CIX operates so-called route server systems to facilitate the exchange of BGP announcements between peers at DE-CIX. Find out how this works at DE-CIX New York.
Find out more










Connect via a connectivity partner in North America
You can access the DE-CIX platform in New York via connectivity partners. Connectivity partners offer you a very fast time to market as they already have an interconnection to DE-CIX. Once you’ve placed your order with them, they will provision your connection without any additional cross connect costs or third-party fees.
Find out here if you can connect to DE-CIX via a connectivity partner.
DE-CIX connectivity partners in New York
	Connectivity partner	Available sites	Contact
	CoreSite	Available sites	brian.rieck@coresite.com
	CROCKER	 	matthew@corp.crocker.com
	PacketFabric	Available sites	emeasales@packetfabric.com
	Telxius	Available sites	noelia.silva@telxius.com
	Wholesale Internet	 	aaron@wholesaleinternet.net






Advisory Board[image: Advisory board teaser]
Advisory BoardCustomer Advisory Board for North America
The Customer Advisory Board  communicate with the DE-CIX management team and help guide the overall direction of DE-CIX in North America.
Find out more



Where to connect[image: Locations]
Where to connectFind your PoP
You can connect to DE-CIX from over 500 cities in over 80 countries worldwide. Use our finder to find your Point of Presence (PoP). 
Find out more
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Enterprise interconnection
The demands on enterprise networks are increasing exponentially and numerous cloud-based applications and workloads are adding to the complexity of connections. Find out how you can be prepared for every interconnection requirement – today and tomorrow. 
Find out more




	
	
	
	
	
	


About us
DE-CIX provides premium network interconnection services and operates several carrier and data center neutral Internet Exchanges internationally.
Learn more
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